
By Lawrence Moule
Co-Editor, Municipal Interface

Municipal IT leaders, including MISA officials
from Ontario and British Columbia as well
as representatives from other cities, have

agreed to hold a meeting at the end of May to found 
a national body to serve the interests of municipalities
with respect to e-government issues.

At a teleconference of the Municipal CIO Council
(MCIO) on April 16, council members agreed on a
plan to forge a national MISA – or an equivalent body
– while maintaining the existing two MISA chapters
and encouraging the formation of new ones in other
provinces or regions.

The meeting planned as the founding event for the
new body will take place at the Lac Carling conference
in St. Sauveur, Québec, on Sunday, May 26. Lac Carling
is an annual conference organized by the Public Sector
CIO Council of Canada and attended by senior IT
executives from federal, provincial and municipal
governments. At Lac Carling in 2001, municipal dele-
gates agreed to form the MCIO as a council to develop
a national agenda and put in place the building blocks
for a MISA Canada

The MCIO has met several times by teleconference
and has adopted terms of reference for its operation.
At the April 16 meeting, delegates agreed to accept 
a combination of options proposed by Jim de Hoop
of Kingston, president of MISA Ontario, and Frank
Mayhood of Kamloops, president of MISA BC, as the
basis for discussion at Lac Carling.

The proposals call for the continuation of MISA
chapters based geographically on provincial boundaries,
independently constituted (following the example of
the current Ontario and BC chapters) but deferring to

a national body for guidance on defined issues and
for carrying out certain coordinating functions.

Those issues and functions are intended to be
determined at Lac Carling, along with a financing
structure. The agenda for the meeting will be prepared
by Louis Shallal, CIO of the City of Hamilton. About
22 municipal representatives are expected to attend
Lac Carling.

“While the vision for a MISA Canada is one that is
shared by IT municipal leaders across the country, the
process and approach to the establishment of such a
national organization requires careful and thoughtful
attention,” Shallal told Municipal Interface. “The
effective use of the MCIO Council in the interim is
seen as key to keeping the vision alive and in laying 
a strong foundation for the national organization.”

At a meeting May 3, the MISA Ontario executive
agreed to consider a potential increase in annual
municipal membership fees to defer costs of the
national body, depending on the outcome of Lac
Carling. Any such increase would need formal approval
by members at the annual general meeting in London
on June 11. �
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In my last column, I looked at one example of what I
call technology counter spin – the concerns expressed
about organizations’ increasing reliance on technology,

with its perceived advantages and disadvantages.
Here are two more concerns that we often hear, with 
a response, to keep you on your toes.

Technology alienates people from their work and
from each other. It diverts attention away from front-line
service delivery, and it also costs people their jobs.

It is true that technology projects will not have the
liberating effects that some software marketers would
like us to believe. Often we need to assure our decision
makers that the application of technology is very much
about front-line service delivery. In the majority of cases,
low value-added processes are automated, thus freeing
people to focus their more valued skills on other pressing
aspects of delivering service to citizens. Badly planned
and implemented projects will alienate your workforce.
A good project implementation will root out useless

and demoralizing processes. If technology investments
are considered strategically, they are best applied to an
organization's core set of business practices.

We need to recognize the other truth that might also
lie behind this bit of technology counter spin – that a
great number of techno-phobic persons with a deep-
seated fear about using technology still exist. I would
guess that very little, if any, budget dollars are being
assigned to dealing with this phenomenon.

Just because the so-called knowledge economy
and globalization are driving society doesn’t mean our
organization needs to adapt. We're not a software
company. 

Training all our young people to be tomorrow's
programmers will not save our economy or our society.
As IT professionals, we know that perhaps the 
most important skill set to obtain are those involved
(Continued on page 4)
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Publication of MISA Ontario’s ground-breaking
report on municipal e-Government will be
announced officially during the annual confer-

ence in London. Eight months in the making, the
report describes for the first time in Canada how
municipalities are being transformed by the application
of information and communications technologies.

City Hall Online: a Progress Report on Municipal
e-Government in Ontario will be launched at a media
event at 1:15 p.m. Monday, June 10. Leading the event
will be Jim de Hoop, president of MISA Ontario, and
Michael Fenn, deputy minister of the Ontario Ministry
of Municipal Affairs and Housing.

All delegates to the London conference will receive
a hard copy of the report at no charge. Municipal Affairs
and Housing will distribute free copies on CD-ROM to
all Ontario municipalities during the summer.

The report contains descriptions of e-Government
goals and strategies, covering both Ontario municipalities
and the provincial government. It summarizes the current
state of progress and the wide variety of initiatives that
municipalities are undertaking.

Leading examples of e-Government innovations
and their benefits to citizens are described under the
headings of electronic service delivery, improving
internal operations and e-democracy. The report also

shows how community-based networks are helping 
to overcome barriers to high-speed access for rural
communities.

Municipal members of MISA Ontario are receiving
complimentary hard copies of the report with this issue
of Municipal Interface.
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LONDON CALLING!  MISA ONTARIO
ANNUAL CONFERENCE SET TO GO

(Continued from page 3)
with disciplined project management, a skill that is
by no means exclusive to IT. While local govern-
ments should not adapt or revert to private-sector
practices, it is important to consider that we do pre-
sent a face to the outside world. Most constituents
expect that we will take a prominent role in demon-
strating how we are adapting to the New Economy.

There are probably many other technology counter
spin arguments you have heard in your travels. Every
once in a while, give them some thought and see the
grain of truth behind them.
jdehoop@city.kingston.on.ca. �

MUNICIPALITIES NEED
TO EXPLAIN PROGRESS

ONTARIO REPORT TO BE LAUNCHED JUNE 10 

By Karl Drysdale
City of London, Ontario

The 2002 MISA Ontario Annual Conference and
Trade Show is ready to roll! The exhibit area is
sold out, our keynote and workshop speakers are

arranged, and the only thing we are awaiting is you!
The theme of this year’s conference, to be held

June 9 to 12 at the Best Western – Lamplighter Inn 
in London, is Electronic Service Delivery. The theme
speaker this year is Eldon Amoroso, whose leadership
has resulted in the London Police Service being recog-
nized as a leader in the delivery of electronic policing
services throughout North America.  

Three keynote speakers will discuss how their

respective organizations are using technology to improve
service delivery and present their vision of the future:
Lori MacMullen, CIO of New Brunswick, Greg Georgeff,
CIO of Ontario, and Owen Sagness, director of regional
sales for Microsoft Canada.   

In addition, 18 workshop speakers will discuss
technologies that affect service delivery in the munici-
pal environment, now and in the future.   

Social events include a golf tournament on Sunday,
June 9, and a casino night on Monday, June 10. For
updates, click on “News and Events” on MISA
Ontario’s Web site, www.misa.on.ca. Alternatively, 
call up http://www.city.london.on.ca/
2002MISAconference/conference.htm.

See you in London! �
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By Brian Whitelaw
City of London, Ontario

The term EDRMS (electronic document and records
management systems) means different things to
different organizations. 

For most people, the filing and retrieval of docu-
ments might be their number-one priority in an EDRMS.
For others, making sure documents stick around for
their retention period may be important. And for others,
the ability to pass electronic documents from one 
person or department to another may be what they 
are looking for. 

For the City of London, EDRMS means all of these
things – and more.

Electronic document management is not new to
the City of London. We have had a system in place in
some areas for a few years. The system was deemed to
be inadequate for our needs, and so revisiting the mar-
ketplace produced a decision to move forward with a
Livelink implementation from Open Text Corporation
of Waterloo, Ontario.

Our goal is to provide a corporate central repository,
where all knowledge workers will have access to all
the documents that they may require. This will, of
course, depend on the type of document, the user and
other parameters that determine if the user is entitled
to see or modify these documents. Our philosophy is
to share information, as opposed to having that infor-
mation in various silos that make access difficult, if not
impossible in some cases, to our user community.

Livelink has a number of basic components, as well
as additional modules. London intends to take advantage
of as many of these as possible, where appropriate. 

The system includes, of course, a document man-
agement component. Electronic documents (including
MS Word and Excel) are stored in a central repository,
based on classification. Retrieval of these documents
can be performed by drilling down where practical, or
using the search engine provided by Livelink. 

Since Livelink is a completely Web-based system,
searching for documents is very similar to searching
through the Internet, and search results are published

in the same way. The system can also track non-elec-
tronic items such as paper documents, as well as pic-
tures, tapes and anything else that may be considered
a record. 

In addition to electronic documents, in some cases
we have to scan in paper documents and store them 
as images. These images are then searched for and
retrieved in a similar way to the electronic documents.
The exception is that the electronic documents are all
full-text searchable, whereas the scanned documents
are not. In some cases, we convert these documents to
PDF format to enable full text searching.

Another component of our system is records man-
agement. Although it is not fully implemented at this
time, we intend to use this module to permit document
retention policies to be administered based on our
retention bylaw. 

When a document is added to the RM system, a
retention period is applied to it or, more likely, the
folder that it is stored in. When that document’s reten-
tion period is concluded, a notice is sent to the records
manager advising of that fact, and of how the record
should be disposed.

Workflow is also included in Livelink, and we are
currently automating some of our business processes.
An example of this is the business-licence process. 

This process involves the customer submitting an
application for a business licence, and then a number
of different processes occurring within our organization
that eventually permit a response to be sent back to
the applicant. Permission is usually required by Zoning,
Building, Fire and, in many cases, by Police and the
Health Unit. 

Workflow takes these processes and automates
them by taking the application in an electronic format
and passing it from area to area, getting the necessary
approvals along the way. The document is passed to
certain areas, depending on the application and how 
it is affected by a number of business rules that have
been previously set up.

Yet another area that we are working on is the
automatic publishing of documents to the intranet/
Internet. A special module is used to take documents
and publish them to the Web. 

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT SYSTEM
HAS MANY BENEFITS FOR LONDON



The important part of this process is to automatically
update the intranet/Internet document whenever the
content of the original document is changed. Livelink
polls the folder where the document(s) reside for
updates periodically (decided by the user) and, if it
sees a change in the document, it republishes the
changed document out to the Web. 

The City of London is using this facility to publish
the agendas packages for Council and board meetings
on a weekly basis. We are also using to it maintain
and publish organization charts for the Corporation.
This process is commonly referred to as content 
management.

When looking at costs and benefits of an EDRMS,
it’s wise to look at the potential efficiencies, rather than
any hard ROI. While costs
can be relatively high for
software and a large
investment in human
resources is required, 
the total benefits of an
EDRMS must be exam-
ined, as they are not always visible at first glance.

One example of a hidden benefit applies to those
who do not have a true disaster-recovery plan. While an
EDRMS should not be considered an adequate substi-
tute for a full disaster-recovery plan, it does have the
advantage of ensuring that the organization possess-
es electronic copies of key paper documents. In most
cases, these electronic copies will be moved off-site
regularly as part of backup procedures, and so the
potential of having important documents destroyed in
a disaster is alleviated.

Another benefit obtained from an EDRMS may 
be floor space savings. The more documents you can
store electronically, the less filing cabinets you need. 
Filing cabinets can take up large amounts of space,
and, at current real estate prices, the less space you
have to pay for, the better.

While having an EDRMS will not instantly create a
paperless organization, you may experience a significant
decrease in paper usage. This will take time because
people still like to see a hard copy, but the advantage
of an EDRMS is that, when you view a document, you
will always get the most current version. When we
eventually realize that the paper copy that we have
may be outdated or may not contain important infor-

mation that we require, it will encourage us to use the
EDRMS more – not the printed copy.

Yet another advantage of an EDRMS is the security
that you can apply to documents. While some sensi-
tive files within your organization may be secured
under lock and key, many others are open to inspec-
tion by many staff who may, or may not, be approved
to view these documents. An EDRMS permits you to
specify each individual user or group of users who can
have access to a document. 

In addition, you can specify whether they can only
view it or if they can modify or delete the document.
This provides a more robust means of securing documents
so that only appropriate staff have access to them.

The biggest gain from an EDRMS, however, will
surely be the efficiency
of searching for and
retrieving documents.
Research has shown
that the average
knowledge worker can
spend up to one-quarter

of the working day searching for documents. 
Studies within our own organization showed that

the time taken to retrieve a document ranged from
minutes to hours, depending on the environment. 
In some cases, when the document had been shipped
off site, it may have taken days to retrieve it. 

Finding and retrieving a document within an EDRMS
takes considerably less time – usually just a few seconds
for the knowledgeable user. This frees more time for
staff to spend delivering service to their clients.

While we have not fully implemented EDRMS in
all areas, we have done enough in the areas discussed
to know that we have a powerful, useful and exciting
system within our reach. Eventually, all knowledge
workers will use the EDRMS for document storage,
searching and retrieval, disposal and automated 
business processes. 

The possibilities appear to be almost infinite for
applications that use workflow and content management,
and we intend to make the maximum use of these
tools in the future.

Brian Whitelaw is a systems administrator for 
the City of London. He can be reached at
BWhitela@city.london.on.ca. �

Benefits of an EDRMS are not
always visible at first glance
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E-RECORDS MANAGEMENT:
ARE YOUR POLICIES UP TO DATE?
E-GOVERNMENT HAS MADE RECORD-KEEPING MORE COMPLEX
By Bill Joyce and Jury Konga
Town of Richmond Hill, Ontario

This article is based on material presented during a
workshop on "eGovernment – The New Reality,” at the
GEOTec Event (www.geotecevent.com) in Toronto in
April 2002. Additional articles based on the workshop
material and discussion will appear in future issues.

With the advent of e-Government in its many
forms, key policies and processes that
make up the supporting infrastructure must

now be revisited. Data-management policies once cre-
ated strictly for internal client use must now contend
with the complexities and legalities associated with
much of our data being provided or shared with
external clients, as well as the transactions we may
undertake over the wild and woolly Web.

Current Challenges in E-records Management
More than any time before, we are faced with many
challenges for effective and efficient e-records man-
agement. Although the following list does not include
all of the challenges coming our way, it does serve 
as a backdrop to a discussion of what needs to be
addressed for e-records management.
• Technology – Constant technology changes that may

assist our efforts but require analysis of value and
how to integrate them within the current operating
environment;

• Scope of operations – Expansion of the scope and
quantity of public records within municipalities and
the public sector at large, which places increased
management demands on IT departments;

• Stakeholder expectations – Heightened stakeholder
expectations related to the provision of online 
transactions and general access to information over
the Internet;

• Finite resources – The necessity to “hold the line”
on resources, common in many municipalities, exac-
erbating the issues related to effective and efficient
e-records management; 

• Legal implications – Considerations related to acts
and regulations regarding access to information and
protection of privacy, and also to the maintenance of
data as potential “electronic evidence” for lawyers; 

• Business continuance – Safeguarding the continuance
of our operations to the best of our abilities based on
the resources afforded us; and

• Best practices – Defining best practices for e-records
management – standards, policies, processes – and
putting them into operation.

Key Requirement for Managing e-Records
Municipalities today must have policies in place that
give a mandate to executives and managers to imple-
ment practices that meet such complex challenges.
Otherwise, a gap exists between what you are trying
to achieve as an e-government and what you have the
authority to do.

Your policies should cover four key requirements
for managing e-records. These requirements have been
identified by Geof Huth of the New York State Archives,
in an excellent paper entitled, “Managing Electronic
Records in an e-Government World.” The paper can
be found on a Web site maintained by the State Archives
and Records Administration unit of the New York State
Education Department, www.sara.nysed.gov.

Huth’s definitive key requirements for e-records are:
• Security
• Authenticity
• Integrity, and 
• Accessibility.

Expanding on this, the National Electronic
Commerce Coordinating Council in the United States
– an alliance of associations with a mission to promote
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electronic government based on emerging issues and
best practices – has developed a document entitled,
“Electronic Records Management Guidelines for State
Government.” It is one of many excellent papers and
presentations found on this organization's Web site at
www.ec3.org. 

In the world of e-Government and e-records, more
similarities than differences exist at all levels of the
public sector. The following discussion addresses
many of the points raised in the papers cited above.

e-Records Security – A Business Imperative
Since 9/11, security has taken on a new meaning, and
it is now incumbent on every IT operation to con-
duct a thorough review of its security policy and
implementation plans. The bottom line? We need to
protect ourselves against unauthorized access and
tampering with our e-records.

Policies need to identify the requirement for technical
security, physical security and associated business
processes. The following highlights some key 
considerations:

• Technical security, including access controls, fire-
walls, intrusion detection software, encryption and
digital signatures;

• Physical security, including protection of systems,
facility security, disaster planning and access 
controls; and

• Business processes, defined by security policy and
addressing the need for user training and security
processes (for example, addressing viruses).

E-records Authenticity – Validation for Users
In this electronic age, many of us may have experi-
enced the receipt of erroneous records – unknown to 
us at the time. Policies should identify the need for 
e-records authentication that are simply addressing 
the need to validate the source for the users.
Some key principles for the authenticity requirements
include the following:
• The e-records lifecycle needs to embed authenticity

in it;

• Systems should have “audit” capabilities to validate
records as required; and

• Authenticating processes need to be developed
and documented.
There is no easy solution to all of the needs for

establishing an appropriate authentication policy com-
ponent and then implementing and maintaining it.
Nevertheless, not addressing the business need may
lead to loss of confidence by the user community.

e-Records Integrity – Protecting your Data Assets
It’s essential to build extensive data integrity processes
into our applications and standard operating procedures.

The integrity and quality of data starts with a best-
practices policy for the organization, defining a process
for data creation, maintenance, documentation and
accountability. Some basic principles for data integrity
should include:
• No new data created without having a documented

process in place for quality assurance and data
maintenance, and consultation with appropriate IT
sections (such as DBA, GIS);

•   Metadata
must be created
providing quali-
tative information

about the data set;
• Data custodians must be accountable for quality

and have exclusive rights for editing the data to
prevent unauthorized changes; and

• Maintain integrity by means of a rigorous backup
process and storage media protection.

e-Records Accessibility – A Fundamental Need
Accessibility to data would appear to be a motherhood
statement – but, if so, we must wonder why one of the
most critical challenges in e-Government continues to
be access to data. 

This issue doesn't deal only with the digital divide,
but also fundamental access needs including those
related to physically challenged individuals, such as
the visually impaired. 

This subject area is large in scope and requires
more space than this article allows. For purposes 
of illustration, however, the following basic principles 
are provided as food for thought, together with a 
specific example.

Data custodians must be accountable for quality

MUNICIPAL Interface MAY 2002
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• Establish processes to maintain accessibility
throughout the data lifecycle;

• Adopt open standards or de facto data standards to
facilitate universal data access, both internally and
externally, with your partners;

• Provide viable choices for the public to gain access
to information via various mechanisms (including
the Internet, kiosks, IVR, front counter and fax);

• Freedom of information must also be weighed
against protection of privacy as dictated by statute
and regulation; and

• Retention schedules and processes need to be
developed and adhered to while still ensuring
effective and efficient access to archived data.
This last point is used to illustrate the operational

issues around e-records and provides insight into why
e-records policies are a business necessity.

Archival Procedures/Guidelines
As electronic data such as mail, records and attachments
accumulates, an enormous amount of physical space
is required. The amount of terabyte drives needed 
in our data centres just to store communications is
increasing at unprecedented rates.

As an example, when e-mail is stored on corporately
accessible and protected centralized servers, imagine
the cumulative effect of an e-mail to 10 people asking
for comments on a draft attachment. Ten responses,
10 second drafts, several more responses and finally
10 final attachments.  

Then imagine the number of users on a corporate
network for a year’s worth, and multiply by five years 
or so. It quickly adds up. For the next annual budget,
account for the purchase of a few more terabytes,
some additional backup software licences, SAN off-site
costs and the increased number of catalogued tapes
and so on.

And don’t forget to beef up the infrastructure –
because now all that data has slowed down everyone’s
access time.

Archival policy and process must accomplish 
several important storage, legal and conceptual
requirements. In simple terms:
• Archiving is a delicate balancing act between

client needs and effective infrastructure manage-
ment. Keep the amount of readily accessible data
to clients acceptable, and ensure that your archiving
is having a positive impact within your systems
lifecycle;

• Ensure that legal implications are realized and
records retention requirements are met; and

• Introduce archival timelines and data access 
gradually for users.

Some ConcludingThoughts
In IT, we typically underestimate our “mid-term” plan-
ning for infrastructure (for example, storage), which is
a critical component of e-records management. Most,
if not all, readers would agree that we don’t have the
time to manage our IT projects and resources the way
we’d like. As such, a real concern should be the ten-
dency to focus on our responsibilities primarily from a
project basis – we must have the policy framework in
place as a reference point for everything we do.

Municipal IT professionals sometimes regard policy
as a nuisance. It is not. Policy provides the mandate
and the standards for all your projects. Best practices
should not be residing at the project level, but at the
corporate level, as something that is absolutely essential
for us to carry out our day-to-day operations.

Question – if things go wrong, can you show due
diligence in the way your operations responded?  

You can’t if your policies are inappropriate or out
of date. It is very likely that many municipal policies
for e-records management go back 10 years or more.
The mechanisms of the Internet that permit the efficient
collection and transmission of data, and can also
imperil its integrity, did not exist 10 yerars ago.

IT policies as best practices are essential in many
areas, and the increasing importance and volume of 
e-records in our organizations dictates that appropriate
policies must be in place. Despite our many time pres-
sures, taking the time to plan, research, develop, and
implement e-records standards, policies and processes
is an imperative for us all.

Bill Joyce is CIO and director of the Information
Technology and Resources Services Division,
Corporate Services Department for the Town of
Richmond Hill. He can be reached at 
wej@town.richmond-hill.on.ca. 

Jury Konga is the manager of GIS services for
Richmond Hill and has been involved as a consultant 
in e-Government related projects for the past 10 years.
He can be reached at jxk@town.richmond-hill.on.ca. �
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By Francis Loughheed 
Facilitator for Smart City Cornwall, 
President of Loughheed and Associates 

This article is based on a presentation to 
the Information Highways 2002 conference
(www.informationhighways.net) at the Toronto
Marriott Eaton Centre Hotel in Toronto on March 26.

In the fall of 1997, Brian Sylvester was contem-
plating running for mayor of the City of Cornwall.
If he was going to be successful, he knew that

he had to bring something new to the community
and find a way to break through its economic
slump. It was a headline in the Ottawa Citizen
that provided the spark that would turn out to be
the core of his campaign: “High tech estimated to
provide 20,000 jobs in Ottawa by 2000.” 

Cornwall had to take advantage of this high-tech
engine. Cornwall had to become a smart community.
This is the story of how a community took charge of its
future by focusing on the technology needs of its citizens.

Cornwall is a community of 46,000 people, located
on the St. Lawrence River about one hour west of
Montreal and southeast of Ottawa. The recession of the
early 1990s hit Cornwall hard. Official unemployment
was 18 per cent by the mid-1990s, with more than 5000
individuals on some form of social assistance. At the
same time, provincial and federal deficit-fighting strategies
meant no recovery packages were available. If Cornwall
was to have a future, it was going to have to rely on its
own citizens and resources.

In 1995 a group of business and community leaders
who were concerned about the lack of Internet access
formed the Cornwall Regional Technology Council. This
ad hoc group began by lobbying the telecommunications
companies for increased bandwidth access in the com-
munity. Their concern for access led in 1999 to the for-
mation of Smart City Cornwall (SCC), aimed at creating
a “smart community” approach as part of the community-
development process. 

SCC was originally founded to respond to the Industry
Canada call for proposals for the Smart Community
pilot project, but Brian Sylvester (by now the mayor)
insisted that the community promote its high-tech capa-
bilities to attract new economy players. 

The mandate of SCC was simple: promote the use 
of technology and telecommunications to enhance the
social, cultural and economic development of the city.
The core philosophy was to use technology as an enabler,
ensuring that all citizens had access to advanced tech-
nology applications that would be useful to them as
individuals, while enhancing their employability and
technology life skills at the same time. The focus was 
on the citizen.  

With original funding from Human Resources
Development Canada, SCC hired a facilitator to bring
community players together, write the funding propos-
als, and make SCC a reality. While unsuccessful in its
bid for the Industry Canada program, Cornwall was 
successful in gaining a one-million-dollar grant under
the Ontario Ministry of Energy, Science and Technology’s
Telecommunications Access Partnership program. It also
secured additional matching funding from the City of
Cornwall and other partners.
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This is the home page of The Village Hub, the community
portal of Smart City Cornwall. It is unique in using knowl-
edge-management technology for community development.
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As the project unfolded, SCC focused on three
issues: community connectivity, a community-based
portal application, and the promotion of so-called smart
skills – technology skills fundamental to success in the
New Economy. 

Recognizing that obtaining higher bandwidth in the
community would be of little value unless there was a
good reason to use it, Cornwall proceeded to bridge the
“digital divide” by conquering the “content divide.”
While the Internet is excellent at bringing the world to
your computer, it has generally been inefficient at con-
necting people to their own resources – people, infor-
mation, culture and social networks.

The barrier is HTML coding. Breaking this barrier
would open up the potential for content to come from
all areas of the community. For this to work, a community
portal must bridge the content divide with technology
that is as easy to use and engaging.

Objectives
To develop the community portal, SCC formed a volunteer
committee with representatives from throughout the
community. Key objectives were identified. The portal
had to be:
• Content rich, with content managed by volunteers

and community groups, and with links to other
legacy databases, Web sites and other content
sources; provide areas for the community to con-
tribute their own content; and bilingual, using both
French and English; 

• Easy to use, with contributing content equivalent to
sending e-mail;

• An online application – in effect a tool kit, the
Freenet concept for the Web world;

• Commercial free and dedicated to the citizen, with
the ability to link to government services without
being an e-government application.
Finally, user experience was seen as critical to the

success of the portal. Citizens had to be able to navigate
to relevant content with no more than three clicks.

Implementation
In the summer of 2000 the committee issued an RFP for
a community-portal hardware and software solution.
The results were disappointing. The proposed solutions
were either too expensive or too focused on e-govern-
ment. SCC recognized that no out-of-box solution existed.
The project would have to build in its own integration
of hardware and software.

The first step was the hardware. Going back to the
proposals, SCC identified IBM as the preferred hardware
vendor and selected the AIX operating system for opera-
tional stability.  

On the software front, community partners challenged
the committee to find a solution that would not compete
with other private-sector Web sites. By researching
other options, the concept of knowledge management
as applied to community development and citizen
capacity building was identified. 

The premise was that citizens already learn and
share in communities of practice, whether it is minor
hockey or amateur theatre. The ability to capitalize on
what already takes place in a community was consistent
with the mandate of SCC, and a collaborative citizen-to-
citizen portal approach would be a key differentiation
in the community at large.  

With this in mind, Lotus K-station – a leading
intranet collaboration portal-building solution – was
selected. K-station would have to be modified for use 
as a community extranet, but the program offered ease
of use; the ability to create a unique, community-user
interface; scalability; and a complete toolkit to foster
collaboration and content development. Cornwall
became one of the first implementations of K-station 
in Canada and the first community in the world to use
knowledge management technology for community
development. 

With specialized assistance from Lotus and IBM
Global Services, a unique user interface was developed,
and Lotus, using the content map created by the volun-
teers, configured the portal architecture. With the toolkit
in place, the portal is managed by two staff – one system
administrator who looks after the hardware and software,
and one community developer who works with com-
munity groups to train volunteer moderators and
develop the content.  

The portal, www.thevillagehub.ca, is to be launched
officially May 24 by Jim Flaherty, Ontario Minister of
Enterprise, Opportunity and Innovation. It is a unique
online experience, with a home page that offers 
the viewer six places to visit: Work, Learn, Family,
Community, Play and a secure area called The Hub. 

Each destination offers information and resources for
the people of Cornwall and the Seaway Valley. There
are libraries, chat rooms, bulletin boards and links to
local Web sites. In The Hub, specialized rooms offer
content managed and monitored by community organi-
zations. The portal’s database lists more than 2,500
community resources and contacts.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
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Lessons Learned
Cornwall learned several lessons during this process:
• Community leadership – community leaders must

promote the project and encourage inter-agency
cooperation;

• Focus on users – their content needs and ease of use
is paramount. Otherwise users will vote with their
mouse clicks;

• Use legacy databases – SCC purchased the rights to 
a community database application and worked with
social agencies in the community to create a common
database for everyone to use. The interface to the
database is on the home page of the portal; and

• Focus on easy-to manage technology and recognize
that a portal is a new medium of communication that
will require continuous promotion and community
support to be effective.

Implications for Government
Governments at all levels – and particularly municipalities
– must recognize that support of technology in both
bandwidth and content development is an essential com-
munity service. Equally important is a workforce familiar
with technology and readily able to accept and adopt it
in the home, workplace and community.  

Finally, to create healthy adaptive communities, pub-
lic support of public-private initiatives that develop com-
munity-owned portals and infrastructure is essential. All
communities need to recognize the need to financially
support citizen collaboration using technology as an
enabler. SCC has demonstrated not only that this can be
done and that the concept is viable, but that the community
actively embraces advanced technology. 

Connecting to the high-tech world has proved to be a
successful strategy for Cornwall. Its unemployment rate
is now among the lowest in Canada. High-tech employ-
ment has increased by 300 per cent and will account for
2,000 jobs by 2010. 

(Oh yes, and Brian Sylvester was re-elected and is
now serving his second term as mayor!)

For more information on Smart City Cornwall, visit
www.smartcitycornwall.com and www.thevillagehub.ca.

Francis Loughheed, a consultant, writer and speaker on
community technology issues, can be contacted at 
facilitator@smartcitycornwall.com, 
or francis@loughheed.com. �
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By Craig Mount
Information Technology Department
Capital Regional District, Victoria, BC

It isn’t often that the federal government approaches
a regional district with the offer of continuing finan-
cial support for a local project. But this is exactly

what happened when the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans came to the Capital Regional District (CRD) in
1999 with the concept of forming a partnership to create
an “atlas” of fish habitat mapping and information for
the southern portion of Vancouver Island. 

While the CRD’s Environmental Services depart-
ment thought that this was a worthwhile goal, they
wanted to go further and include information and
mapping of terrestrial habitat and environmentally 
sensitive sites as well.

Two and half years later, and after dozens of gigabytes
of data and $400,000 of financial and in-kind support
from a variety of public and private agencies, the Natural
Areas Atlas for the Capital Region was officially launched
as a Web-based mapping and information product. 

The mandate of the Capital Region Natural Areas
Atlas is the delivery of a comprehensive information
tool about natural areas for use by anyone interested
or involved in land-use planning and stewardship in
the Capital Regional District. 

The Atlas, as it is offen referred to, includes informa-
tion such as the locations of salmon-bearing streams,
spawning zones, old growth forests, endangered
ecosystems, record-sized trees, shoreline habitat and
sensitivity, and parks and recreational trails – all dis-
played in conjunction with political boundaries such 
as municipal boundaries and legal lot lines. 

Within British Columbia, the development of natural
areas atlases (mapping) is now recognized as an
important first step toward the protection of natural
areas. These atlases are one of the primary tools used
by local government planners and engineers responsible
for making day-to-day decisions about land use and

development in and around environmentally signifi-
cant landscapes. 

These atlases can locate and describe natural areas
in relation to property boundaries, road networks
and other cadastral information. In this respect, nat-
ural areas atlases are excellent “flagging” devices for
planners, consultants, architects, engineers and the
development community to inform them that further
study of a proposed development or activity may be
required.

By putting all of the relevant environmental infor-
mation about a region in one location, an atlas makes
everyone’s jobs much easier.

An excellent example of this is the significant time
that is saved for a municipal planner who is required
to produce an overview of the potential environmental
effects of a proposed development. 

What previously took days to accomplish because
of the need to gather information and mapping projec-
tions – in different formats, scales and projections, as
well as from different agencies and sources – can now
be accomplished in minutes on one Web site. 

These atlases also provide essential background
information for tasks such as defining setbacks on
watercourses. They can also be used to complement
land use bylaws and official community plans. 

In addition to resource and land-use planning, gov-
ernment and non-government agencies and community
groups are able to use the Natural Areas Atlas to highlight
and prioritize areas that may be in need of protection
or restoration. By compiling information from a variety
of sources and making it easily accessible, the Atlas
will become an essential education and information
tool for decision-makers and the public. 

Finally, the educational potential of the Atlas is
only now being realized, as students from elementary
schools through to universities use the tool to gather
information or create custom maps for their reports.  

CAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT
LAUNCHES WEB-BASED
NATURAL AREAS ATLAS

www.crd.bc.ca/es/natatlas
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While these atlases have traditionally been produced
as hard copy, 11” x 17” books, it quickly became evident
at the outset of this project that this format would not
be suitable.

With the desire to include both aquatic and terrestrial
information, it was obvious that this was not carto-
graphically possible on one map sheet – there was sim-
ply too much good information to include. Fortunately,
the beginning of the project coincided with the early
days of mainstream Internet GIS.  

The Atlas uses the recent developments and
advancements in Internet mapping to display many
layers of environmental information and their associ-
ated data or attributes. It effectively puts a very
sophisticated and powerful geographic information
system, focused on the nat-
ural areas of southern
Vancouver Island, at the dis-
posal of anyone with an
Internet connection.  

This means that users can
control what information or
thematic layers are visible
by turning layers off and on.
They can also control the
scale by zooming in and
out, and they can control the
extent by panning the map
from side to side.  

This in effect permits an
unlimited amount of data to
be presented in one location – users control what is
seen and, if the map is becoming too cluttered, they
can turn off layers that are not needed.  

The other advantage of having this Atlas in an elec-
tronic format is that data sets are constantly changing
and being updated and, with a hard-copy format, these
changes are only realized when a new edition of the
mapping is produced and printed.  

Related to this point is the plan to eventually link
this Internet map server application with the Region’s
corporate geodatabase, which will house these types

of data sets and serve them to all users though ESRI’s
spatial database engine. This architecture is currently
under development as part of the Region’s corporate
GIS evoloution. 

The Atlas is based on the ArcIMS product from
ESRI, which has been customized to meet the particular
demands of this application. For example, a metadata
tool was created that provides information about how
a given layer was created (such as, Who collected 
the GPS points for this stream? What day was this
orthophoto flown?).

The ability to print and e-mail customized maps has
also been included in the final product. 

The power of a GIS such as this is that any number
of relevant attributes about a geographic feature, such as 
a creek (width, depth, gradient, water temperature,
spawning suitability) or a Garry Oak meadow (size,
average tree age, species diversity, susceptibility to
impacts) can be directly and inherently linked to that
actual geographic feature – that line or shape on a map.

As a result, users of an Internet-based atlas such as
the Natural Areas Atlas can delve much deeper into
the information associated with features on a map
and investigate their particular area of interest that
much more fully.  

Additional functionality that is associated with full
feature GIS systems is also included in this Web map-
ping service. For example, users are able to generate
custom queries to find features that meet certain critria.
One instance of this could be finding all regional
parks that are smaller than 15 hectares in size and
have wheelchair accessibility. This particular example
also highlights another potential use for the Atlas – as 
a recreational guide.

The Natural Areas Atlas has been developed as a
free, easily accessible, one-stop shop for a variety of
environmental data that covers the southern tip of
Vancouver Island. The overall goal of the project is 
to promote and aid in well-informed, responsible and
sustainable land-use decision making in this ecologically
unique and increasingly threatened corner of Canada. 

The Natural Areas Atlas can be found at
www.crd.bc.ca/es/natatlas. �
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By Mike Proudlock
Manager, Corporate Project Development
Region of Peel, Ontario

For the Region of Peel, with one million residents and
located just west of Toronto, creating and managing
information is being wholly transformed, thanks to an

innovative electronic information management project
that has improved performance and reduced costs.

In October 2000 an environmental scan and needs’
analysis identified the following challenges concerning
how Peel was creating and managing information:
• Manual document and information routing was slow

and not always successful; 
• Internal approvals required printing of documents,

then pen or ink signatures or initialing; 
• Most corporate documents were created electronically

and then printed, with no version control;
• Documents were needlessly duplicated throughout

the corporation; and
• Business units would welcome change, especially the

ability to enter data directly into electronic forms.
To provide more efficient and effective service to the

public, senior management decided to begin transforming
the way that the Region conducts business internally.

Three pilot projects were identified to test automated
workflow and electronic authorizations, electronic
document management, electronic forms and imaging
within the corporation. While all three pilots included
most of the different elements of the Electronic Information
Management Project, each one had a particular focus:
1. Procurement Award Pilot: automated workflow and

authorization of low-bid procurements within the
Engineering and Construction Division (mostly
related to road construction and repair);

2. Vaccine Refrigeration Inspection Pilot: electronic
forms and workflow, supporting and documenting
the inspection of vaccine refrigeration by health
care professionals (vaccine privileges are revoked 
if vaccine is not refrigerated properly); and

3. Children’s Services Case Files: imaging and document
management of subsidized daycare applications and
related documents that determine subsidy eligibility.

As a first step, we documented and mapped existing
manual processes. This was painful and time-consuming,
taking fully half of all preparation time. It was a chal-
lenge to reach consensus on what processes were,
because the existing processes were not previously
documented in sufficient detail and there was often 
no documented “correct” way for a process to happen.  

This consensus building had to occur, however,
before new electronic processes could be developed.
In this way, the very process of converting to electronic
workflows required business units to critically analyze
their business processes and develop new process
standards. Involving business unit staff was critical in
understanding the nature of the existing processes and
developing buy-in for the new electronic ones.

We replaced paper documentation by electronic
documents in either native format (Word, for example)
or, in the case of forms, by an electronic version. In
the Children’s Services pilot, subsidized daycare appli-
cations were scanned into the electronic repository.
For each work assignment, documents were automati-
cally routed electronically through workflow software.
Each participant received a system-generated e-mail
advising each person of their pending task. Approvals
were indicated by selecting the “accept” button, which
replaced the physical signing and initialing of paper.

The Region of Peel’s Electronic Information
Management (EIM) project introduced the following
innovations:
• Health inspectors for Vaccine Refrigeration Inspection

entered data in the field directly into electronic
forms (using laptops), triggering automated file 
creation and workflow, routing information and
work assignments electronically to support staff
and auto-generating follow-up correspondence;

• Procurement awards for engineering and construction
projects were routed and approved electronically,
with absolutely no paper generated but with a
complete audit trail; 

• Children’s Services workers scanned subsidized
daycare applications and supporting documentation

MUNICIPAL Interface

PEEL IMPROVES PERFORMANCE
WITH ELECTRONIC INFORMATION
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into an electronic document management system,
which auto-generated electronic files and triggered
electronic workflow to complete the intake process. 
The following results were achieved over the three-

month pilot projects:
• Reduction of process cycle times (information was

accessed and moved more quickly):
– Procurement pilot: six days for approval 
reduced to two days on average.
– Vaccine pilot: process moved so quickly that
it had to be slowed down because there was
not enough lag time between vaccine hold and
release orders.

• Reduction in storage space requirements:
– Child Services pilot: one-inch-thick file folder
for each of 1,500 new case files reduced to
zero storage space (electronic).

• Reduction in time spent on non-value-added activ-
ities such as filing, data entry and photocopying: 

– All pilots: electronic files auto-generated from
extracted data, eliminating this and other related
manual tasks.
– Child Services pilot: scanning of intake doc
ments and automated extraction of data elimi-
nated manual re-entry of data.

Additional benefits included:
• Audit capability for every process and document

creation where this did not exist before;
• Corporate control over corporate information,

which was previously non-existent;
• Enhanced decision making through improved

access to information and the knowledge that
information is the most current available;

• Enhanced collaborative ability through project
workspaces and searchable discussions;

• Reduced corporate knowledge loss through capturing
and making more information accessible;

• Enhanced security and access control; 
• Increased legislative and regulatory compliance

(the Region of Peel is subject to more than 60 
legislative acts and agreements governing the 
collection, management and dissemination of
information); and

• Knowledge that the major challenges of this
approach are cultural, not technical.

Based on the results of the pilots, Peel’s senior
management has endorsed implementing electronic
information management throughout the entire corpo-
ration. This will be done in a phased and controlled
manner. Rolling out this approach to the entire corpo-
ration at once would be unmanageable, both from an
operational and cultural standpoint.

The pilots were selected in part because they were
applicable to other processes within the corporation.
With respect to the Procurement pilot, this is an approval
process that can be extended to corporate-wide approval
processes such as performance appraisals and business
expense claims. 

The Vaccine pilot demonstrated how data could be
collected and entered directly from remote locations
and how this data could trigger automated processes.
The lessons from this pilot can be extended to other
inspection processes such as restaurant inspections,
pool inspections and inspections of sanitary sewers.

The Children’s Services pilot was a “case file” 
project. Electronic case-file management can also be
applied within the Social Services Department (welfare,
for example), in Human Resources (employee files)
and throughout the corporation. Based on the pilot
results, we know that case files can be managed effec-
tively using only electronic documentation.

The Region of Peel has demonstrated how imple-
menting a comprehensive approach to electronic infor-
mation management can improve performance and
reduce costs in a municipal environment. While many
large private-sector corporations (such as banks and
insurance companies) have experienced large-volume
efficiencies through automated workflow and electronic
document management, this comprehensive approach
had not yet been attempted by a municipal government.

As municipalities enter the Information Age, there
is no choice but to transform our activities in a way that
permits us to collect, manage, and disseminate informa-
tion electronically – providing services and information
in a 21st century way, to a 21st century world. 

Mike Proudlock is manager, corporate project develop-
ment at the Region of Peel. He can be reached at
ProudlockM@Region.Peel.on.ca. �



 

 

MISA BC 2002 CONFERENCE 
September 23 – 25, 2002 ~ Kelowna, BC 

Networking for Success 
 

The 2002 MISA BC Fall Conference Committee is very excited to announce this year’s fall conference. 
With a variety of superb speakers; the companion program; wine tours; and the awesome facilities provided by 
The Grand Okanagan Lakefront Resort and Conference Centre – Kelowna has it all! This is going to be an action 
packed conference with quality exhibitors; dynamic speakers, workshops and sessions – and an opportunity for 
MISA members to network in the sunny Okanagan. 

Be sure to register on-line before August 7th to take advantage of the 
Early Bird Registration fee of only $199. 

 

 

WINE TOURS: 

Monday, September 23th, 2002 – 2:30 pm – 5:30 pm 
Groups of 40 will be escorted to the various wineries in the Kelowna area for a full afternoon 
of tours and wine sampling.  Experience Okanagan Wine Country!
 

 

WELCOMING RECEPTION: 

Monday evening – 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm 

A tremendous  networking. opportunity held in the trade show area with hot & cold Hors 
d’oeurves as well as live entertainment, activities and door prize draws.  
 

 

VENDOR TRADE SHOW 

Open Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
See the latest in the Industry on the trade show floor with over 30 different vendors. 
 

 

HOSPITALITY SUITES: 

Monday and Tuesday evening – 9:00 pm – to the end of the evening… 
Be sure to visit the sponsored Hospitality Suites. 
 

 

GALA BANQUET WITH THE OKANAGAN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: 

Tuesday evening – 6:00 pm – 9:00pm 
After a full day of visiting the trade show and participating in the sessions and workshops – you will be impressed by the 

dinner prepared by The Grand’s award-winning chef followed by some of the Okanagan’s musical talent. 
 

 

COMPANION PROGRAM: 

The Companion program will encompass many different social activities throughout the conference including the wine tours 
and an art walk.  Plus the companions are welcome to attend each of the social events including the Gala Banquet. 
 

 

ACCOMMODATION AND CONFERENCE FACILITY DETAILS: 

The Grand Okanagan Lakefront Resort & Conference Centre 
1310 Water Street - Kelowna, BC – V1Y 9P3 

 

1-800-465-4651 
www.grandokanagan.com 

 
Blocks of rooms will be held for MISA BC until August 7, 2002. When booking, 
make sure you specify you are part of the MISA BC Conference and take 

advantage of the special rates for conference participants. All activities will be 
taking place at The Grand Okanagan.  The hotel is located on Okanagan Lake and 
is in close proximity to Lake City Casino, Sky Reach Place, and downtown. 
 

 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION: 

Register on-line at the MISA BC web site – www.misa.bc.ca.  Early Bird Special: $199 register and pay by August 7th, 2002 

– Regular Registration: $300 after August 7th, 2002.  Payment in full must be postmarked prior to the early bird deadline 
date to receive the discount.  Please make cheques payable to MISA BC and mail them to: 

MISA BC 2002 Fall Conference - Attendee Reg. - #101, 1001 West Broadway, Unit 758 - Vancouver, BC - V6H 4E4 

www.misa.bc.ca 
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By Frank Mayhood
City of Kamloops, British Columbia

For the City of Kamloops, a community-based 
network is the answer to business success in the
New Economy.

Ever since Stone Age hunters discovered that coop-
eration meant more food for the tribe, communication
has been at the heart of successful communities. This
is all the more true today, when communities and their
governments must cooperate to build a supporting
infrastructure, just the way they always have.

When sailing ships brought new trading opportunities,
governments built ports and safe harbours. When railways
became the carriers of raw materials and finished goods,
governments provided land and subsidized the con-
struction of cross-continental ribbons of steel. When
trucks were needed to deliver goods more effectively,
governments built highway systems to carry them.
And, of course, no modern community could survive
without the water and waste water systems that local
governments deliver.

Many communities are asking how this can be
accomplished today – especially when location is no
longer a barrier to doing business. 

Imagine working from your home, steps from your
mountain bike, and competing successfully for business
worldwide by cooperating with business partners in
and around Kamloops or any other community, in real
time. Imagine checking up on your youngster at school
and your aging parent, without leaving your desk.
Imagine drawing on a library of audio, visual and even
interactive entertainment from around the world, all
available when you want it.

In the information economy, the answer to providing
the linking infrastructure is fibre-optic cable. Admittedly,
many other technologies will also deliver information
to end users, but, at least for the foreseeable future,
fibre is and will remain the backbone of information

networks. Glass fibres, made from sand, can carry
hundreds of times more information each second
than a copper cable – and that amount is doubling
every nine months. 

In Kamloops, a publicly owned fibre-optic community
network – the Kamloops Community Network – is
envisioned as an economically self-supporting network
that will provide the infrastructure to boost business
development. According to its business plan, the risk
in building a fibre-optic infrastructure is decreased if
this infrastructure is built in three different phases,
each one economically sound.

The first phase will capitalize on existing public-
sector spending on telecommunications, connecting
public buildings and establishing a backbone for future
development. A partnership including the City, school
district, University College and regional district will
invest about $800,000 to connect 36 public buildings
with 46 km of fibre spanning most of the City. 

In turn, this backbone will support Phase Two,
when up to 500 businesses will be connected with 100
or 1000 Mbs TCP/IP connectivity. This phase will
expand the network to about 190 km of fibre and
invest a further $6.8 million. 

In Phase Three, the network will reach the homes
of almost every citizen in Kamloops. With about half

or 10,000 homes
connected, the
network will then
grow to 600 km of

fibre and a $38-million investment, which can pay 
for itself with the same sort of fees being charged
today for DLS or cable Internet connections.

An ambitious plan, absolutely. But I ask you, what
if information could get where it is needed, when it is
needed, in the blink of an eye? What if your businesses
and residents were able to get their information faster and
cheaper than their competition in other communities? 

With its community network, Kamloops intends 
to find out!

Frank Mayhood, information technology manager of
the City of Kamloops, is president of MISA BC. He can
be reached at fmayhood@city.kamloops.bc.ca �

KAMLOOPS DEVISES BUSINESS PLAN
FOR SELF-SUPPORTING NETWORK
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By Valerie Green
Intergraph Canada Ltd.

In the Region of Waterloo, Ontario, keeping track 
of a storm water system for seven municipalities is
proving a lot easier since the Region installed a data-

base and graphical interface that makes records easy
to manage.

Located in Ontario 100km southwest of Toronto
and with a population of approximately 450,000, the
Region is responsible for the storm water system relating
to the road system in the cities of Kitchener, Waterloo
and Cambridge, as well as the townships of Wilmot,
Wellesley, Woolwich and North Dumfries.

In 2000, the Region purchased the Hansen storm
water management module for the purpose of devel-
oping an inventory of storm water assets. The process
included extracting historical design drawings and 
digitizing storm sewer locations into the GIS; entering
attribute data to the Hansen database; linking the storm
sewer data for the cities of Kitchener and Waterloo,
and and collecting missing storm sewer, entrance and
roadway culverts, drainage channels and storm man-
agement ponds in the field. 

Through this process, inefficiencies were found in
creating layers in the GIS for the storm water assets
and then populating attribute information relating to
these assets into the Hansen system. 

With the sewer pipe system snaking underground,
significant time was spent on digitizing the locations in
the GIS layer, establishing a link to the database, and
then entering the attribute data relating to the storm
assets. With only a database at this stage, reading the
tabular data didn't always give a clear picture in relating
the data to the actual field locations, so it was decided
that a visual identification of the piping system would
be necessary.  

With the database information already established
and available from both Kitchener and Waterloo, it
seemed cost-effective to migrate that data into a graph-
ical layer, then convert it into the Hansen database for
viewing and developing reports. (Both the Region of
Peel and the City of Hamilton had had success with
this approach.) 

GeoMedia software is used to maintain the sanitary
and water main systems, and a directional interface

between this database, the Hansen database and
GeoMedia has also been established. The Region of
Waterloo decided to use GeoMedia Professional to
build a more efficient bi-directional interface for the
entire region. Building this interface with the storm
water database simplifies user access to this information.

To collect data more efficiently both in the office
and the field, a bi-directional interface between a GIS
and the Hansen stormwater management module was
developed. It was also decided to convert the cities’
storm sewer information into the Hansen database and
link it to GeoMedia Professional. Doing this resulted in
a seamless graphical storm water system for the entire
Region. 

The GeoMedia-Hansen interface
gave the Region the capability to
create graphical layers and add
culverts, for example, at the same
time permitting the Region to
flip back into the Hansen data-
base for data population, modifica-
tions or viewing of the attributes.

Previously, the transportation,
design and construction and
maintenance operation staff had
to pull plans from a central loca-
tion or undertake field investiga-
tions to determine storm water

locations. The interface now gives users the ability to
establish the locations and enter the related attribute
data, at the same time increasing time and efficiency
and decreasing the chance for error. 

With information on the storm water system, the
Region will be able to identify the need for detailed
inspections and improvements that need to occur in
conjunction with a capital project, or by the Roads
Operations staff. With a capital project, the identifica-
tion of storm water improvements could result in the
scope of a project changing from a resurfacing project
to a reconstruction project at seven times the cost.

Valerie Green is marketing and communications 
coordinator for Intergraph Canada Ltd., an associate
member of MISA Ontario. She can be reached at
vgreen@ingr.com. �
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REGION OF WATERLOO SIMPLIFIES 
ACCESS TO STORM WATER DATA

One 
data

source
serves

the 
entire
Region



By Joann Chechalk
Chief Administrative Officer
Town of Oakville, Ontario

This article is based on a presentation to the annual
general meeting of the Ontario Chapter of the Urban
and Regional Information Systems Association at the
Toronto Congress Centre on May 3.

We all rely on information as our key resource.
Our information society is the result of
advances in technology for collecting, man-

aging and using information effectively – the ingenuity
of the human mind. Yet, with all its might, the average
human mind cannot perform certain tasks.

We are not able to absorb and understand data that
is voluminous. That is to say that when we get lots of
data, we are not able to convert it into useful information
without the help of technology tools. We are unable to
bring two sets of data together and integrate data to
generate new data.

Given the limitations of the human mind in its ability
to process large amounts of data – and politicians and
executives are human – we rely on professionals like
yourselves to provide us with tools to enable us to gain
access to data very quickly and be able to process it
with relative ease.

We want assurance that data is up to date before
we base our decisions on it. We would like to have
tools to analyze data and to integrate it from different
sources. We want to be able to use tools to envision
scenarios and perform what-if analyses. Such tools would
help us make informed and effective decisions. Finally,
we would also like to use these tools to track the con-
sequences of our decisions and determine the impact
of our decisions.

We have had GIS in our organizations for several
years. Why then are we still talking about enabling
senior executives with the power to use GIS ? 

In my opinion, executives view GIS as the domain
of the technically sophisticated. Although many of you
have been telling us that GIS is a great tool for decision
making, we have not been able to use GIS because of
the complexity of the tools provided to us. Without
appropriate tools to view and integrate data, executives

have to make decisions based on whatever is available
to us.

If you look at the movement of information and its
impact on decisions, note that municipal information is
generated at operational levels by recording day-to-day
events and activities. This information is filtered to
management and then further filtered to policy makers –
and we all know what happens at each filtration level.
Sometimes good stuff gets removed for unknown reasons
and some junk gets added, again for unknown reasons.
Policies are based on the final filtered information
received, and these policies then become the guiding
principles for operations and management. Poor infor-
mation leads to poor policies, which lead to poor
operations – and it becomes a vicious cycle.

MIS systems have provided executives with excellent
tools to gain access to non-mapping data. We have been
able to use simple tools to generate pie charts and bar
charts to understand our numbers and statistics. But
GIS tools have been difficult to use all along. We have
always relied on our technical support staff to provide
us with maps and mapping-related data.

I have highlighted the issues that have led to what I
call the spatial barrier – that is, a barrier that prevents
politicians and executives from using spatial data. I can’t
tell you how to do those sophisticated things that can
break the spatial barrier, but I can tell you what needs
to be done. 

I would suggest that, first, you ensure that your
databases are current and give us confidence that we
are dealing with the most up-to-date data. Then pro-
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BREAKING THE SPATIAL BARRIER
ADVICE ON HOW TO GET MUNICIPAL EXECUTIVES TO USE GIS

What are executives looking for?
• Quick access to data
• Confidence that the data is up to date
• Tools to analyze data
• Tools to integrate data
• Tools to envision scenarios
• Tools to facilitate decision-making
• Tools to monitor impact of decisions.
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vide us with simple, easy-to-use GIS tools and make
data integration seamless. so we see data as data
rather than data from department A versus data from
Department B.

How will you keep your databases current? 
We seem to me measuring everything that moves 
or changes. 

We have numerous satellites that feed us with data
so voluminous that sometimes we don’t know what to
do with it all. We use sensors to measure data in real
time as things move or change. And finally, we have
built sophisticated systems that keep track of all our
transactions that can be fed into our databases as new
data or updates.  

In a nutshell, we generate too much data. You need
to figure out what data is useful and what needs to be
stored and made available to politicians and executives.

As you collect data and filter it, store it and keep it
up to date, you also need to provide us with tools to
use the data. Make these tools user-friendly.

Our organizations and constantly changing. At one
time we were very hierarchical. We gradually became
less hierarchical and more networked. We realize that
data collected by one department can be very useful
to another department. It is important that executives
get access to whatever data they need, whenever they
need it without relying on knowledge of who collected
it and why.

I strongly believe that now is the time to break the
spatial barrier. We are in the midst of revolutionary
changes in computing and communications technologies.
The internet has become so pervasive that we all take
it for granted as a must-have tool. Let’s emulate these
simple-to-use Internet technologies to provide us with
GIS capabilities. 
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This article is based on a presentation at the GEOTec
Event (www.geotecevent.com) at the Metro Toronto
Convention Centre on April 10, 2000 by Mike Power,
director of land information and e-Government services
for Teranet Enterprises Inc. Information has been con-
tributed by Teranet, the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources and the Municipal Property Assessment
Corporation.

It’s next to impossible to be a GIS professional in
Ontario and not be aware, or at least have heard of,
the Ontario Parcel. As a concept in land management,

it’s probably approaching its 10th year. As a working
environment, it has never been closer to reality.

Municipalities can now be assured that the Ontario
Parcel, a standard database of information about Ontario’s
estimated 4 million parcels, or distinct pieces of land,
will finally be made available to them. 

The Ontario Government (represented by the Ministry
of Natural Resources), the Municipal Property Assessment
Corporation (MPAC) and Teranet Enterprises Inc. have
formed an alliance to build the digital parcel-mapping
database for the province.

“The Ontario Parcel is an exciting opportunity for
municipalities – the principal users of the system,"
Teranet president and CEO Aris Kaplanis said in a
news release issued by the alliance on May 8. “It will
consolidate land data, improve access to information,
potentially reduce costs and attract new business
opportunities and jobs.”

The alliance members are jointly investing $8.5
million to build and maintain the integrated, accessible
and common parcel fabric during the next two and a
half years. Furthermore, the alliance is also mandated
to establish a sustainable business model capable of
providing for the continuous operation, maintenance,
development and distribution of the parcel database.

A digital parcel will contain data such as bound-
aries as well as links to its ownership and assessed
value. Until now, each of the alliance partners sepa-
rately maintained its own parcel mapping data, such
as new plans of subdivision and land severances, using

plans and records deposited in Ontario's Registry
Offices. By joining forces, the alliance will eliminate
duplication and greatly improve the quality, accuracy
and cost of compiling the required land data.  

The Ontario Parcel
The alliance is setting out to produce a common parcel
database incorporating an integrated assessment,
Crown parcel and ownership view, augmented with 
an index relating the assessment roll number with the
civic address. 

Where ownership mapping currently exists in the
province, a subcontractor will build the assessment
mapping by correlating common data in the POLARIS
and OASYS databases. Where a one-to-one relationship
does not exist between assessment and ownership parcels,
line work will be added to, or subtracted from, the own-
ership view to properly reflect the assessment mapping.

In areas outside of the current POLARIS automation,
a number of subcontractors have been engaged to cre-
ate a digital version of the assessment fabric. They will
base their work upon the existing paper maps from
MPAC and the Ministry of Northern Development and
Mine’s claim maps, tied to the Ontario base mapping
provided by the Ministry of Natural Resources.  

The completion of both types of mapping is antici-
pated to occur within 30 months from the effective
date of the agreement.

As the data is built and accepted, MPAC will transmit
changes in addressing, AROLLs and assessment parcel
boundaries to Teranet’s map maintenance environment
for incorporation into the map database and distribution
to stakeholders.  

The Ministry of Natural Resources will send changes
in Crown parcels to MPAC, who will incorporate the
changes in its workflow before sending them to Teranet.
Teranet will continue to maintain the ownership fabric
based upon changes that are deposited in the Land
Registry Offices.

The benefit to the principal stakeholders is an inte-
grated map production and maintenance environment,
permitting each to take advantage of common processes

ELECTRONIC LAND DATABASE
PROMISES SAVINGS IN ONTARIO
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and procedures with the net effect of reducing their
respective costs.

“The Ontario Parcel will improve the timeliness
and accuracy of land parcel data,” MPAC Chair Peter
Hume said in the news release. “This new database
will assist MPAC in its continued commitment to 
providing our customers with quality, up-to-date
assessment information.”  

What Does It Mean for Municipalities?
Creation of the Ontario Parcel will cut costs, improve
efficiency, and strengthen planning for municipalities.
The database can be used for assessment and taxation,
land registration, land use planning, land management
and business planning.

The alliance anticipates that, at approximately the
15th month of the agreement, it will have 50 per cent
of the assessment mapping built and under maintenance,
at which point the funding provided by MPAC and the
Ministry of Natural Resources will offset the revenue
currently provided by municipalities.

At that point, the alliance will make the completed
ownership, Crown parcel and assessment data available
to interested municipali-
ties under a no-cost
licence. The data will be
made available for quar-
terly delivery in a variety
of CAD and GIS formats
at a nominal fee, intended
only to recover delivery and support costs. More fre-
quent deliveries and a wider range of formats will be
available for a modest surcharge under the alliance’s
continuous improvement strategy.

Recognizing that some municipalities may prefer to
remain self-reliant when it comes to their parcel-mapping
program and choose to maintain their own assessment
or ownership fabric, the alliance can also deliver a
MAPS report. This ASCII file of the changes recorded
by MPAC, Teranet and the Ministry of Natural Resources
for their jurisdiction may be of value, if only from the
perspective of validating the changes made in the
municipality’s own mapping environment.

Derivative Products
One of the most common concerns expressed by
municipalities is their right and ability to create and

subsequently own derivative products based upon 
the Ontario Parcel. While the alliance requests the
acknowledgment of the intellectual property of the
Ontario Parcel, it is not the intent to limit a municipality’s
use or distribution of the Ontario Parcel itself, or of
products based upon it.  

One of the tenets of the alliance’s funding model 
is to generate revenue from the commercial licensing
of the parcel, in an effort to offset operations costs.
Municipalities are therefore asked to share commercial
revenues, based upon a sub-licence and remittance
schedule. 

Where the use of the data is non-commercial, save
for recovery of distribution fees by the municipality, or
where it is shared with other entities covered under
the Municipal Act, there is no expectation by the
alliance that fees would be due. This would include
non-commercial Internet applications.

Ontario Parcel User Group
In an effort to ensure that the terms of the licence 
provide the flexibility for the municipality to continue
to conduct municipal business, while still protecting

the intellectual proper-
ty of the parties, one
of the first challenges
of the alliance will 
be to establish a user
group. To be composed
of representatives pre-

dominantly from the municipal sector, the user group
will provide direction and support to the alliance and
act as the vehicle for municipalities to ensure that their
interests are being met.

Summary
While the benefits to municipalities will differ among
jurisdictions, it is believed that the Ontario Parcel 
will reduce or eliminate the capital cost of map 
creation for those areas without a digital fabric. 
For those already using digital mapping, the poten-
tial exists to reduce or eliminate the costs of 
maintenance. 

In both cases, it gives municipal and commercial
users of parcel data the opportunity to focus on 
the use of the data as opposed to its creation or 
maintenance. �
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Fees for data will only cover
delivery and support costs
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Two of Canada’s largest tech-
nology companies have
formed a partnership to sell

software developed by a New
Brunswick government agency
intended to help small municipali-
ties deliver electronic services.

The partnership between CGI and
Microsoft was announced April 16
by New Brunswick Premier Bernard
Lord. The province will get a 50-
per-cent royalty on every package
sold by the partnership.

Their software is based on a
concept designed by Service New
Brunswick aimed at the provision
of more government services to 
citizens online. Details were not
immediately available, but officials
of the partners said the product is
designed primarily to assist smaller
municipalities.

Michael Roach, president of CGI
in Canada and Europe, said 4,400
municipal governments across
Canada deliver 80 per cent of gov-
ernment services. Of those munici-
palities, 75 per cent serve popula-
tions of fewer than 5,000 people.

“Most of those municipalities
face limited information technology
budgets and resources that prevent
their citizens from having online
access to government services,”
Roach said.

Frank Clegg, president of Microsoft
Canada, said, “We need to eliminate
the potential that currently exists
for a ‘digital divide’ in online 
government services between
Canadians living in our few large
centres and those in smaller cities
and towns.”
Source: Fredericton Daily Gleaner
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People &
Appointments
Jack Lawrence has been appointed
as director, information technology
for the City of Mississauga, Ontario.
He joined the City in 1989 as 
manager of the Land Related
Information System Section, and
most recently was manager, plan-
ning & integration. He has 26 
years of municipal IT experience.

Walter Gasparini, director of infor-
mation systems for the Region of
Waterloo, Ontario, will represent
MISA on the planning committee for
Technology in Government Week,
which will take place October 7-10
at the Ottawa Congress Centre and
The Westin Hotel in Ottawa (see
www.techgov.com).

CGI, MICROSOFT TO OFFER
NEW MUNICIPAL SOFTWARE

URISA HONOURS
THREE MUNICIPALITIES

The Ontario Chapter of the Urban
and Regional Information Systems
Association (URISA) has bestowed
awards on three municipalities for
excellence in the application of GIS
technologies. 

The Town of Oakville won first
price in URlSA’s Web-GIS Challenge
competition, with the County of
Oxford taking second place. 

The Region of Peel won the
award for best municipal GIS.

The awards were presented at
the chapter’s annual meeting in
Toronto on May 3.

ABBOTSFORD ENHANCES SERVICES

30

The City of Abbotsford, British
Columbia, is substantially
enhancing its services on the

Internet by creating an immense
database of geographic information
that is available at any time to citi-
zens and customers of the City. 

Viewers of the new Web site,
www.city.abbotsford.bc.ca, can
find parcel information on street
addresses, plan numbers and zoning;
search for the location of parks,
school and other facilities, and read
or download mapping information
about specific properties or areas.

Features important to the devel-
opment of industry, such as land

use and zoning, utility services,
contours and aerial photos, will
also be available. 

The City announced a partnership
with Intergraph Mapping and GIS
Solutions on April 17 and is using
Intergraph's GeoMedia WebMap
technology. 

Vic Morcom, manager of
Abbotsford Information Services,
said in a news release, “Initial feed-
back from industry focus groups
indicates that electronic access to
key City information will save our
customers time and money, and
reduce the demands on our staff.”



For more information on Bell Canada’s eCommunity Portal
or other eGovernment solutions,  please call:  Tom Willis at
(519) 663-6147 or at tom.willis@bell.ca

Imagine a portal environment where everyone
contributes, content is targeted to each user,
information sources are easily integrated and
best of all…. your IS/IT managers go home
without headaches.

Introducing the Bell Canada
eCommunity Portal

Developed with the specific needs of
communities in mind.
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OTTAWA PIONEERS NEW DOMAIN NAME

By Louis Shallal
Chief Information Officer
City of Hamilton, Ontario

As part of its first Technology
Day, the City of Hamilton
played host to a CIO lun-

cheon on Monday, May 13, attended
by more than 15 CIOs, IT directors
or representatives from the surround-
ing municipalities. The meeting
provided a networking opportunity
and a forum to discuss issues of
common concern, including the
following: 
• Sharing acquisition, develop-

ment and support of common
systems and services;

• Customer request management;

• Disaster recovery/business 
continuity planning;

• Electronic document management
systems; and

• Work-at-home solutions.
The meeting resulted in a pro-

ductive exchange of ideas, best
practices and contacts. Based on
the success of this first meeting, plans
are now under way to hold similar
meetings at least twice a year. 

The next meeting will take
place in the Burlington/Oakville
area this fall. Information will be
posted on the MISA Web site once
a date and location is confirmed.

For further information, please
contact lshallal@city.hamilton.on.ca.

The City of Ottawa has
become the first Canadian
municipality to launch its new

online identity by capitalizing on
the Canadian Internet Registration
Authority’s (CIRA) newly introduced
municipal domain registration policy. 

“The City’s of Ottawa new Internet
domain name, ottawa.ca, is easier
to remember and brings citizens,
visitors, international businesses
and investors keystrokes closer 
to our community,” Mayor Bob
Chiarelli said in a news release on
May 17.

The City’s former domain name,
www.city.ottawa.on.ca, will be
replaced with ottawa.ca. In addi-
tion, e-mail addresses for City 
staff, which formerly ended with
@city.ottawa.on.ca, will now end
with @ottawa.ca. 

“The City of Ottawa is the most
connected community in Canada,”
Chiarelli said. “More than 65 per
cent of our residents have Internet
access and those who aren’t con-
nected have access to more than
150 SmartSites where they can get
online for free. So Ottawa is the
logical place to launch Canada’s
new dot-ca municipal domain
name system.” 

Since first introduced in 1987 by
the University of British Columbia
(the dot-ca Internet domain’s
administrator from 1985 to December
2000), municipal dot-ca Internet
domain names were only available
to Canadian municipalities according
to the syntax www.designation.
cityname.prov-ince.ca. 

CIRA took operational and 
management control of the dot-ca

Internet domain name registry on
December 1, 2000, and immediately
began investigating policies that
would facilitate access to dot-ca
domain names for individuals, busi-
nesses and governments. 

In April, CIRA implemented a
new municipal domain name regis-
tration policy permitting Canadian
municipalities to register their offi-
cial names as top level dot-ca
Internet domain names (for example,
www.cityname.ca). As a result,
cities like Ottawa can now brand
themselves as http://www.ottawa.ca/,
or more simply, ottawa.ca. 

CIRA is a not-for-profit corpora-
tion responsible for setting policy
and managing the dot-ca domain
database as well as registering
domain names through its network
of certified registrars. 

CIO LUNCHEON A HIT IN HAMILTONCITY OF CALGARY
WINS GIS AWARD
The City of Calgary received an
Award of Excellence at ESRI
Canada's annual ESRI Regional
User Conference in Calgary.

Alex Miller, President of ESRI
Canada, presented the award
March 21 in recognition of the
City's efforts in developing and
implementing an enterprise GIS. 

"Over the past two-and-a-half
years, the City of Calgary has
implemented a successful GIS that 
is benefiting the whole City," 
Miller said. 

The 17-member GIS department
has built 30 applications, used by
600 staff who have access to about
320 types of data. 
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As reported in the March issue of Municipal
Interface, security representatives from the federal
government and most provinces recently held

another of their regular meetings in Toronto to share
information on security practices and concerns and to
prepare recommendations for the Public Sector CIO
Council on security issues. It is impressive to observe
the level of cooperation among the different jurisdic-
tions represented.

In addition to the recently discovered Simple
Network Management Protocol, or SNMPv1, vulnera-
bility (see last month’s column), meeting participants
also discussed the creation of a national cyber-alert
system to deal with any identified threats. This system
would designate a central number to call as well as
identify a process for alerting all government jurisdic-

tions – and MISA could play a coordinating role in 
this process. 

Since speed may well be critical in the event of an
emergency, e-mail notification may not be sufficient –
and may not even be available. It was therefore agreed
that several communication options are required. In
addition to e-mail mailing lists, these include voice
call-out to key contacts (7x24 availability with a primary
and backup contact), as well as a secure central Web
site and voice mailbox with relevant information and
instructions.

While the suggested process is somewhat manage-
able when dealing with the federal government, 10
provinces and three territories, this same process quickly
becomes unmanageable if you add 4,000 municipalities.
Realistically, however, an alert system that includes the
10 or 20 largest Canadian municipalities would be a
good place to start. This is where MISA can play a role.

Another issue discussed at the meeting was a new
process for the weekly GovIRT conference calls and
supporting research. What resulted was a recommen-
dation and agreement that OCIPEP – the Office of Critical
Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness
– assume this role.

Until now, these conference calls have been 
coordinated by EWA Canada. With OCIPEP’s creation
last year, however, this agency can now take on this
responsibility, which seems to fit its mandate. (As the
primary federal agency for ensuring national civil
emergency preparedness, OCIPEP is also responsible
for developing and implementing a comprehensive
approach to protecting Canada's critical infrastructure.)
At the same time, EWA Canada indicated that it was
not anxious to maintain the current arrangement. 

I’ll keep you posted on both these issues as 
they develop.

wisemanr@region.peel.on.ca ■
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SECURITY ISSUES

CYBER-ALERT SYSTEM PROPOSED
By Roy Wiseman
Director, Information Technology Services
Regional Municipality of Peel
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905-830-4444 (fax 895-1155) ted.greene@region.york.on.ca
AT LARGE 
Roy Wiseman, Region of Peel
905-791-7800  (fax 791-4195) wisemanr@region.peel.on.ca
Deborah Barrett, City of Mississauga
905-896-5190 (fax 615-3273) debbie.barrett@city.mississauga.on.ca
MISA BC PRESIDENT  Frank Mayhood, City of Kamloops
250-828-3441 (fax 828-3578) fmayhood@city.kamloops.bc.ca
MISA PRAIRIE REGION  Judith Umbach, City of Calgary
403-268-4811 (fax 268-2546)
MISA ATLANTIC REGION  Bill Todd, City of Saint John
506-658-2853 (fax 658-7901)

COMMITTEES
ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE  David Laneville, Timmins
705-360-1375 (fax 360-1391) davidl@city.timmins.on.ca
COMMUNICATIONS  Kathryn Bulko, City of Toronto
416-397-9921 (fax 696-3634) kbulko@city.toronto.on.ca
MEMBER SERVICES  Roy Wiseman, Region of Peel
905-791-7800  (fax 791-4195) wisemanr@region.peel.on.ca
PROGRAM  Ted Greene, Regional Municipality of York
905-830-4444 (fax 895-1155) ted.greene@region.york.on.ca

2002 MISA CONFERENCE  Karl Drysdale, City of London
519-661-4945 (fax 661-5985) kdrysdale@city.london.on.ca
GENERAL COUNSEL
Lou Milrad 905-737-1385 (fax 508-4482)




